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Write ONLY ANSWERS. 

Question 1 

As the head of the Student Council of your school you have been assigned the responsibility of 

setting up a Flood Relief Camp in your school. Write a proposal in about 150 words, stating the steps 

you would take to successfully establish this camp.                                                                                   (10) 

Question 2                                                                                                                                  

Answer sections (a), (b) & (c). 

(a) In each of the following items sentence A is complete, while sentence B is not. Complete 

sentence B, making it as similar as possible to sentence A. Write sentence B in each case. 

1 (A) This car is too small to accommodate all of us. 

    (B) This car is not …………………………………………………. 

2 This institute is the best place to learn cooking. 

    (B) No other…………………………………………………………… 

3 (A) Both my brothers are not interested in joining the family business. 

   (B) Neither……………………………………………………………… 

4 (A) Chinese food is liked by people all over the world. 

   (B) People…………………………………………………………………. 

5 (A) Nobody I know can give me tuition. 

   (B) I don’t…………………………………………………………………..                                                                       (5)                                                          

(b) Fill in each blank with a suitable word. (Do not write the sentence.) 

1 I am very angry …… his misbehavior.       

2 She is blind …… one eye.    

3 There is no cause …… anxiety. 

4 We deal …… imported goods.     

5 We dug …… the sand with our hands.                                                                                                    (2.5) 

                                                                             (1) 



(c) Fill in the blanks in the passage with the appropriate form of the verb given in brackets. Write the 

verbs in the correct order. 

A frog ….. (1) ( hop) around a farmyard, when it ….. (2) ( decide) to investigate the barn. Being 

somewhat careless, and maybe a little too curious, he ended up …. (3) ( fall) into a pail half-filled 

with fresh milk. 

As he ….. (4) ( swim) about ….. (5) (attempt) to reach the top of the pail, he …. (6) (find) that the sides 

of the pail were too high and steep to reach. He tried to stretch his back legs to push off the bottom 

of the pail but found it too deep. But this frog was ….. (7) (determine ) not to give up, and he 

continued to ….. (8) ( struggle ). 

He kicked and squirmed and kicked and squirmed, until at last, all his churning about in the milk … 

(9) ( turn ) the milk into a big chunk of butter. The butter was now solid enough for him ….. (10)  

(climb ) onto and get out of the pail.                                                                                                (2.5) 

                                          ………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                                         (2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


